### Description

Document what `http2.max-streams` means and does, when enabled for `http2`.

### History

**#1 - 01/12/2022 07:56 AM - Juliana Fajardini Reichow**

Related to comment on PR:
https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/6751/files/89a063da6a498c911352b408a95896c7629e5f_821b1eaaf88758971ef0991e4c92e2f0abe84d4#

Which adds said configuration.

**#2 - 09/01/2022 11:42 AM - Victor Julien**

- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Philippe Antoine

**#3 - 09/01/2022 11:48 AM - Philippe Antoine**

- Status changed from Assigned to In Review

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7809